
Atkins/Freedom of Voice 
Historical Strategies for Constricting Freedom of Voice (FOV) 
Summarized from Tedford, Freedom of Expression, Ch. 1 & 2 
 
To Repress Voice        To Protect Voice      
 
I. Control the Speakers 
Teach them only theocentric story of law: com moralism theory   Teach Areopagus story: law is  argument   

     
Use arbitrary arrests and imprisonment of speakers     Establish Writ of habeus corpus 
 
Restrict any free speech to religious or political authorities    Extend free speech to a legislative body 
 
Restrict free speech to a legislative body      Extend to press to report on legislature 
 

Extend to an “agora” of citizens equally 
 
 
Restrict citizenship/education (by gender, race, immigration, sex orient)  Extend equal protection to all to communicate 
           Equal education for all for oral/written literacy 
 
 
II. Control the Content of the Message 
Adopt little or no independent judicial scrutiny of gov’t action Heighten independent judicial scrutiny & put 

burden of proof on government, not speaker 
 
Create punishable categories of 4 libels: crimes not civil fines   Narrowly defined punishable categories; civil fines  

 blasphemous libel (protects religions) 
 seditious libel (protects government) 
 moral libel  (controls art, literature, sexual & violent imagery) 
 personal reputation libel (protects reputation of powerful individuals especially) 



III. Control the technology/medium 
 
Impose prior restraints/licensing of the speaker/loyalty oaths, etc.   No licensing 

 For oral speech?        No prior restraints  
 For printed speech? (To be a writer? A journalist?) 
 On any publishers or printers? 
 For broadcast speech? 
 For internet speech? 
 For receiving gov’t funding, scholarships, etc. 
 

Establish copyright/intellectual property right laws     No copyright/all speech is “free” 
 Set long or perpetual terms for ownership     Keep length of terms short; little or no renewal 
 with shorter terms but multiple renewals  
 

Prohibit use of certain spaces, times, or manners of communicating Neutral time, place, manner restrictions w/ public 
forums open equally to all. Content not restricted, 
just timing, place of speaking, loudness, etc.   
     


